Social Media Message Templates

How you’ll feel when you {do something}.
Are you {doing something} like you should be?
Here’s why you don’t need a {commonly held belief}.
Want to {get something desirable}?
{#} reasons your {something a majority of your audience typically has} sucks (and how to make it the best)
Nothing is {commonly held belief}.
The secret to {something desirable} lies in {unexpected advice}.
{Influencer} said, {quote}. Here’s how to do it.
What if you could {get something desirable} while {getting something desirable}?
{Do something} to {get something desirable}.
Let’s be honest: No one has enough time to {do something}. Smart {audience} do this.
Want to {experience something desirable}? Here is the {way to get it}.
Turns out {something desirable} is actually {something humorous}.
There’s bound to be a {something desirable} for you.
Have you noticed anything different about {something audience commonly does}?

Organize all of your social media + content with CoSchedule, the #1 best-selling marketing calendar.